
Scene UltraLight
Innovative fabric backdrop - shape it in multiple ways
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Straight Scene UltraLight  300cm 118” 

Example of variations

9cm 3,5”

Curved Scene UltraLight 300cm 118” (Wave)

23cm 9,1”

Curved Scene UltraLight 295cm 116” (S-curved)

Curved Scene UltraLight  275cm 108,3” ( 90˚)

60cm 23,6”

WIDTH: 
Each variation is 118” 

HEIGHT: 
88 ½”

WEIGHT: 
Backdrop: 17 ½ lbs. including case and 
graphic

• Lightweight and impressive size  
118 x 88 ½ inches 

• Easy to transport and simple to setup

• One system – create multiple shapes with 
the same hardware and graphic according 
to your needs

• Connect several units together with the 
magnetic connectors

• Environmentally friendly solution - made 

from 100 % recyclable parts
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Why choose Scene UltraLight:

What is Scene UltraLight?
Scene UltraLight is an innovative fabric display that uses the latest in stretch fabric technology 
to give you a flexible display that can be transported easy. The unique hard case is designed for 
rough handling, can hold a full 10’ backdrop and you can bring it with you on the airplane. With 
a setup in minutes, you can have a curved or straight backdrop that perfectly frames your event.
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Straight Scene FoldUp 2209 300cm 118,1”

Example of variations

12cm 4,7”

Bit’a’both Scene FoldUp 2211 297cm 117” (S-curved)

Bit’a’both Scene FoldUp 2211 297cm 117” (Curving in or hollowed inward)

15,5cm 6,1”

9cm 3,5”

Curved Scene FoldUp 2210  300cm 118,1” (Wave)

23cm 9,1”

Curved Scene FoldUp 2210  295cm 116,1” (S-curved)

Curved Scene FoldUp 2210  275cm 108,3” ( 90˚)

60cm 23,6”

cur

Scene Oval Foot 40,8cm 16,1”

19,8cm 7,8”

 Scene FoldUp Bannerstand
 2209-0750 75cm 29,5”

www.maxibit.com

Scene UltraLight, Flexible fabrics

What is Scene UltraLight?

Scene UltraLight is a selection of innovative 
stretch fabric displays that are light and mobi-
le. Making your next event stressfree, Scene 
UltraLight's backdrop uses the latest in fabric 
print to give you a flexible display that can be 
transported easy. Set up in minutes, you can have 
a curved, straight or Bit'a'Both backdrop that 
perfectly frames your booth. Scene UltraLight is 
available is ready-to-deploy kits!

Ready, steady, go!

Why choose Scene UltraLight:

• Light weight and impressive size        
(3 x 2,25 meters)

• Easy to transport and simple to  
setup

• Ready-to-deploy kits that are  
perfect for public events, mobile  
campaigns and taste-testings

• Flexible shapes with the latest 
technology

Specifications: Scene UltraLight

CONSTRUCTION
Alloyed aluminium profiles.

VARIATIONS:
Straight, curved or  
Bit'a'Both (curved and straight)  

GRAPHIC MATERIAL:
Textile graphics

WIDTH:
3 meters

HEIGHT:
Backdrop/Bannerstand: 2.25 meters

WEIGHT:                                 
9 kg 
(weight is complete with case and 
graphic)

Maxibit has been a member of 
UN Global Compact since 2007,

www.unglobalcompact.com.
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